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Saint Germain on Alchemy
2019-02-08

in this greatest of all self help books saint germain describes the principles of alchemy and how they
can be used to effect spiritual mental emotional and physical transformation

SAF Simplified
2003

organs and glands and dragons this is an easy version of the self awareness formulas but with all the
organ and gland information necessary to help the new student of saf you ll have an opportunity to
see your problems in a new light and then something magical will happen a spark of understanding
occurs energy is released the path becomes clear you ll learn how the mind works and how long
forgotten traumas can affect your behavior in the present you ll learn to dissolve old problems and
make positive changes in your life includes a cd rom just fill out the stress 120 questionnaire and the
program will help you with the rest in no time you ll be working on your saf chain and increasing your
awareness level regarding your health your life or your business it s fun it s enlightening with the
secrets of the saf project you ll learn to face your dragons
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Formulas and Tables for the Calculation of Mutual and Self-
inductance
1912

our symptoms are messages we were meant to decode but are we listening saf r translates our
symptom patterns from twenty three systems making this the rosetta stone for humans an ancient
future speak that has already been encoded in our dna we can learn this coded language to improve
our lives combinations of numbers create a complex image a snapshot in time for us to examine life
can be a puzzle at times if you have any problem in your life this means it is in your system doesn t it
make sense that the solution will be found inside your system too the trick has always been how you
find your answers given the choice each of us has a problem or two we could do without although we
make choices every day somehow the same old problems return time and again throughout this book
you ll learn how the mind works and how unresolved traumas from the past can still influence you and
your behavior patterns in the present time saf r presents an opportunity for you to see your situation
in a new light and then something magical happens a spark of understanding occurs in this ah ha
moment stuck energy is released and you will feel it thousands have studied this method of self
awareness through practitioners offices it is now available to the general public in an easy to
understand format just follow the instructions when you learn to read your saf r chain sequence the
pieces of the puzzle those confusing emotions lack of energy or faded memories of a traumatic event
will begin to fall into place let saf r be the first step on the road to discovery it will be a fascinating
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journey because it is a discovery about you

Self-confidence
2012

what if an equation could help you understand and even master what you re experiencing right now
in this age of uncertainty many people feel like they re clinging to a dinghy amidst a perfect storm but
successful entrepreneur chip conley has discovered that by using simple word equations it s easy to
build the grit insight stamina and joy that allow us to become our best highest functioning selves
conley s equations are a simple yet profound way to help your emotions work for you they are
mantras that we can turn to for stability in times of uncertainly reminding us to focus on the things we
can change the variables and leave the others the constants alone equations include joy love fear
anxiety uncertainty x powerlessness given the complex times we live in people are looking for ways
to distill some basic truths in life emotional equations is a new visual lexicon for mastering the age of
uncertainty

Saf Simplified
2019-08-05

the formula for happiness is a self help book which popularizes cutting edge discoveries made by a
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board certified clinical psychologist about the nature of happiness and the behaviors and beliefs
which enable people to become and remain happy his groundbreaking way of understanding life and
how to live has attracted worldwide attention since it was originally introduced to the scietific
community in new ideas in psychology an international journal of innovative theory in psychology in
1996 this is a peer reviewed journal produced by the world s largest publisher of original scientific
work and overseen by an editorial board consisting of faculty from departments of psychology in
several of the world s leading universities the formula for happiness presents this paradigm for the
pursuit of happiness in a format which is entertaining and easily understood it familiarizes readers
with what they need to become and remain happy and how to proceed with their personal pursuit of
happiness readers are provided with an objective means of measuring current levels of happiness as
well as methods for increasing happiness and forecasting the effect potential courses of action are
likely to have on their happiness at some future point in time the formula for happiness is the product
of an innovative approach to the study of happiness which incorporates and surpasses research
currently going on in the field of positive psychology in a number of important ways it is based on
generalizations emerging from the review of massive amounts of positive psychology research
integrated with insights into the nature of happiness emerging from the fields of clinical and
developmental psychology it provides a comprehensive and coherent set of propositions about the
nature of happiness which is different from anything available elswere in scientific and self help
literature today the formula for happiness is the first solidly scientifically based self help book to
assert that happiness is primarily a matter of how people are situated with respect to the
circumstances of their lives beyond making this assertion it actually specifies exactly which
circumstances make a difference in the of quality of human life it precisely identifies what we require
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in order to become and remain happy the formula for happiness is also the first solidly scientifically
based self help book to assert that happiness is a matter of choice in addition to advancing this
proposition it provides readers with the only set of scientically formulated guidelines for making
choices which have happiness as their effect it is the first book to present a set of principles for the
pursuit of happiness which like the principles of nutrition and health are the product of scientific
reasoning and research in showing readers how happiness is mainly a matter of circumstances and
that circumstances are largely a matter of choice the formula for happiness provides a new and much
needed counterpoint to most of the thinking within psychology as well as much of what is available on
the self help market today instead of promoting the notion that happiness is a matter of what we
think how we perceive or how we interpret things the formula for happiness shows readers how
quality of life is a matter of the way things really are and what we actually do it is the first self help
book to provide a blueprint for constructing a durable high quality life in addition to presenting a
pioneering paradigm for the pursuit of happiness the formula for happiness contains a set of newly
developed psychometric instruments readers can use these instruments to measure happiness to
develop goals for personal strategic planning and to make momentous decisions such as what to
major in at college which career to pursue whether to take a particular job whether to remain in a
romantic relationship whether to g

Additions to the Formulas for the Calculation of Mutual and
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Self Inductance
1919

a fascinating guided tour of the complex fast moving and influential world of algorithms what they are
why they re such powerful predictors of human behavior and where they re headed next algorithms
exert an extraordinary level of influence on our everyday lives from dating websites and financial
trading floors through to online retailing and internet searches google s search algorithm is now a
more closely guarded commercial secret than the recipe for coca cola algorithms follow a series of
instructions to solve a problem and will include a strategy to produce the best outcome possible from
the options and permutations available used by scientists for many years and applied in a very
specialized way they are now increasingly employed to process the vast amounts of data being
generated in investment banks in the movie industry where they are used to predict success or failure
at the box office and by social scientists and policy makers what if everything in life could be reduced
to a simple formula what if numbers were able to tell us which partners we were best matched with
not just in terms of attractiveness but for a long term committed marriage or if they could say which
films would be the biggest hits at the box office and what changes could be made to those films to
make them even more successful or even who is likely to commit certain crimes and when this may
sound like the world of science fiction but in fact it is just the tip of the iceberg in a world that is
increasingly ruled by complex algorithms and neural networks in the formula luke dormehl takes
readers inside the world of numbers asking how we came to believe in the all conquering power of
algorithms introducing the mathematicians artificial intelligence experts and silicon valley
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entrepreneurs who are shaping this brave new world and ultimately asking how we survive in an era
where numbers can sometimes seem to create as many problems as they solve

Emotional Equations
2012-05-03

after years of struggling with his sense of self worth the author allows a caring mentor to show him
how to find a final answer to the question what is my true value what jim learns the formula is at the
heart of this very personal story of loss and recovery read along and learn for yourself the power and
freedom that comes from knowing once and for all time your true worth

Formulas for Computing Capacitance and Inductance
1954

this book offers a thorough guide starting from fundamental functional analysis leading to the
coupling of stokes and darcy equations including numerical analysis and scientific computing almost
all intermediate results are given with complete rigorous proofs including theorems which can be
rarely found in the literature such that this book serves well as a reference on the topic special care is
taken to analyze the difficult cases of non smooth interfaces which are not completely enclosed in one
subdomain i e intersect with the outer boundary this can hardly be found in the literature additionally
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known and new subdomain iterative methods are introduced analyzed and applied to standard
examples as well as one example motivated by a geoscientific setting

The Formula For Happiness
2011-06-02

through touching stories and real world experiences wilkinson shares down to earth practical skills
that will help readers build self worth rise above being a victim overcome negative past and live the
life they have dreamed of

The Confidence Formula: May Cause: Lower Self-Doubt,
Higher Self-Esteem, and Comfort in Your Own Skin
2021-07-11

new to the second edition more than 1 000 pages with over 1 500 new first second third fourth and
higher order nonlinear equations with solutions parabolic hyperbolic elliptic and other systems of
equations with solutions some exact methods and transformations symbolic and numerical methods
for solving nonlinear pdes with mapletm mathematica and matlab many new illustrative examples
and tables a large list of references consisting of over 1 300 sources to accommodate different
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mathematical backgrounds the authors avoid wherever possible the use of special terminology they
outline the methods in a schematic simplified manner and arrange the material in increasing order of
complexity

The Formula
2014-11-04

the soliton represents one ofthe most important ofnonlinear phenomena in modern physics it
constitutes an essentially localizedentity with a set ofremarkable properties solitons are found in
various areas of physics from gravitation and field theory plasma physics and nonlinear optics to solid
state physics and hydrodynamics nonlinear equations which describe soliton phenomena are
ubiquitous solitons and the equations which commonly describe them are also of great mathematical
interest thus the dis covery in 1967and subsequent development ofthe inversescattering transform
method that provides the mathematical structure underlying soliton theory constitutes one of the
most important developments in modern theoretical physics the inversescattering transform method
is now established as a very powerful tool in the investigation of nonlinear partial differential
equations the inverse scattering transform method since its discoverysome two decades ago has
been applied to a great variety of nonlinear equations which arise in diverse fields of physics these
include ordinary differential equations partial differential equations integrodifferential and differential
difference equations the inverse scattering trans form method has allowed the investigation of these
equations in a manner comparable to that of the fourier method for linear equations
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The Formula
2009-12

in the study of integrable systems two different approaches in particular have attracted considerable
attention during the past twenty years 1 the inverse scattering transform ist using complex function
theory which has been employed to solve many physically significant equations the soliton equations
2 twistor theory using differential geometry which has been used to solve the self dual yang mills
sdym equations a four dimensional system having important applications in mathematical physics
both soliton and the sdym equations have rich algebraic structures which have been extensively
studied recently it has been conjectured that in some sense all soliton equations arise as special
cases of the sdym equations subsequently many have been discovered as either exact or asymptotic
reductions of the sdym equations consequently what seems to be emerging is that a natural
physically significant system such as the sdym equations provides the basis for a unifying framework
underlying this class of integrable systems i e soliton systems this book contains several articles on
the reduction of the sdym equations to soliton equations and the relationship between the ist and
twistor methods the majority of nonlinear evolution equations are nonintegrable and so asymptotic
numerical perturbation and reduction techniques are often used to study such equations this book
also contains articles on perturbed soliton equations painlevé analysis of partial differential equations
studies of the painlevé equations and symmetry reductions of nonlinear partial differential equations
abstract in the study of integrable systems two different approaches in particular have attracted
considerable attention during the past twenty years the inverse scattering transform ist for soliton
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equations and twistor theory for the self dual yang mills sdym equations this book contains several
articles on the reduction of the sdym equations to soliton equations and the relationship between the
ist and twistor methods additionally it contains articles on perturbed soliton equations painlevé
analysis of partial differential equations studies of the painlevé equations and symmetry reductions of
nonlinear partial differential equations

Stokes–Darcy Equations
2019-01-10

excerpt from additions to the formulas for the calculation of mutual and self inductance since the
general term is available in all the series formulas it is possible to calculate the mutual inductance of
any two coaxial circles whatever without having recourse to the elliptical integral formulas in some
cases see pp 8 and 9 of scientific paper no 1 69 the values calculated by the series formulas are more
accu rate than those obtained by the exact formula and in any case the series are valuable for
obtaining a check not to mention their adaptability to the carrying out of integrations about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
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such historical works

I Am Strong! the Formula to Build Your Self-Worth and
Discover Your True Purpose from the Inside Out!
2011-06-01

use is made of self similarity approach and integral momentum technique to obtain solutions of van
dyke s second order boundary layer equations for laminar incompressible flow accurate numerical
solutions of the most general self similar equations are tabulated for the four second order
contributions due to vorticity interaction displacement speed longitudinal curvature and transverse
curvature a limited number of closed form solutions are obtained which appear to have special
significance at the point of first order boundary layer separation in particular it is found that the
displacement speed problem can proceed up to separation for only two values of the second order
pressure gradient all other cases display an infinite discontinuity at this point numerical solutions of a
large number of cases for the longitudinal and transverse curvature effects well support an identical
conclusion the integral momentum technique applied a straight forward extension of the karmen
pohlhausen solutions is found to be oversensitive to approximations and in the final analysis is
rejected in favor of locally similar solutions author
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Handbook of Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations,
Second Edition
2016-04-19

through the previous three editions handbook of differential equations has proven an invaluable
reference for anyone working within the field of mathematics including academics students scientists
and professional engineers the book is a compilation of methods for solving and approximating
differential equations these include the most widely applicable methods for solving and approximating
differential equations as well as numerous methods topics include methods for ordinary differential
equations partial differential equations stochastic differential equations and systems of such
equations included for nearly every method are the types of equations to which the method is
applicable the idea behind the method the procedure for carrying out the method at least one simple
example of the method any cautions that should be exercised notes for more advanced users the
fourth edition includes corrections many supplied by readers as well as many new methods and
techniques these new and corrected entries make necessary improvements in this edition

Introduction to Multidimensional Integrable Equations
2013-06-29
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inverse scattering problems and their applications to nonlinear integrable equations second edition is
devoted to inverse scattering problems isps for differential equations and their applications to
nonlinear evolution equations nlees the book is suitable for anyone who has a mathematical
background and interest in functional analysis differential equations and equations of mathematical
physics this book is intended for a wide community working with isps and their applications there is
an especially strong traditional community in mathematical physics in this monograph the problems
are presented step by step and detailed proofs are given for considered problems to make the topics
more accessible for students who are approaching them for the first time new to the second edition
all new chapter dealing with the bäcklund transformations between a common solution of both linear
equations in the lax pair and the solution of the associated ibvp for nlees on the half line updated
references and concluding remarks features solving the direct and isp then solving the associated
initial value problem ivp or initial boundary value problem ibvp for nlees are carried out step by step
the unknown boundary values are calculated with the help of the lax generalized equations then the
time dependent scattering data sd are expressed in terms of preassigned initial and boundary
conditions thereby the potential functions are recovered uniquely in terms of the given initial and
calculated boundary conditions the unique solvability of the isp is proved and the sd of the scattering
problem is described completely the considered isps are well solved the isps are set up appropriately
for constructing the bӓckhund transformations bts for solutions of associated ibvps or ivps for nlees
the procedure for finding a bt for the ibvp for nlees on the half line differs from the one used for
obtaining a bt for non linear differential equations defined in the whole space the interrelations
between the isps and the constructed bts are established to become new powerful unified
transformations uts for solving ibvps or ivps for nlees that can be used in different areas of physics
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and mechanics the application of the uts is consistent and efficiently embedded in the scheme of the
associated isp

Applications of Analytic and Geometric Methods to
Nonlinear Differential Equations
2012-12-06

this book was designed to help students learn how to graph linear equations topics covered include
plotting points graphing lines by making tables using slope intercept method using the slope formula
rewriting equations in slope intercept form finding the equation of a line when give two points or one
point and the slope etc complete tutorials help explain each concept teachers can use these in
classes as well contains worksheets quizzes puzzles and more complete answer keys are provided
after each activity also includes example problems from common core assessments on graphing you
can teach yourself to graph linear equations

Formulas and Tables for the Calculation of Mutual and Self-
inductance (revised)
1916
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since the dawn of computing the quest for a better understanding of nature has been a driving force
for technological development groundbreaking achievements by great scientists have paved the way
from the abacus to the supercomputing power of today when trying to replicate nature in the
computer s silicon test tube there is need for precise and computable process descriptions the scienti
c elds of ma ematics and physics provide a powerful vehicle for such descriptions in terms of partial
differential equations pdes formulated as such equations physical laws can become subject to
computational and analytical studies in the computational setting the equations can be discreti ed for
ef cient solution on a computer leading to valuable tools for simulation of natural and man made
processes numerical so tion of pde based mathematical models has been an important research topic
over centuries and will remain so for centuries to come in the context of computer based simulations
the quality of the computed results is directly connected to the model s complexity and the number of
data points used for the computations therefore computational scientists tend to ll even the largest
and most powerful computers they can get access to either by increasing the si e of the data sets or
by introducing new model terms that make the simulations more realistic or a combination of both
today many important simulation problems can not be solved by one single computer but calls for
parallel computing

Formulas and Tables for the Calculation of Mutual and Self-
inductance
1911
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lax and nirenberg are two of the most distinguished mathematicians of our times their work on partial
differential equations pdes over the last half century has dramatically advanced the subject and has
profoundly influenced the course of mathematics a huge part of the development in pdes during this
period has either been through their work motivated by it or achieved by their postdocs and students
a large number of mathematicians honored these two exceptional scientists in a week long
conference in venice june 1996 on the occasion of their 70th birthdays this volume contains the
proceedings of the conference which focused on the modern theory of nonlinear pdes and their
applications among the topics treated are turbulence kinetic models of a rarefied gas vortex filaments
dispersive waves singular limits and blow up solutions conservation laws hamiltonian systems and
others the conference served as a forum for the dissemination of new scientific ideas and discoveries
and enhanced scientific communication by bringing together such a large number of scientists
working in related fields the event allowed the international mathematics community to honor two of
its outstanding members

Additions to the Formulas for the Calculation of Mutual and
Self-Inductance (Classic Reprint)
2017-12-10

on becoming familiar with difference equations and their close re lation to differential equations i was
in hopes that the theory of difference equations could be brought completely abreast with that for
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ordinary differential equations hugh l turrittin my mathematical expectations springer lecture notes
312 page 10 1973 a major task of mathematics today is to harmonize the continuous and the discrete
to include them in one comprehensive mathematics and to eliminate obscurity from both e t bell men
of mathematics simon and schuster new york page 13 14 1937 the theory of time scales which has
recently received a lot of attention was introduced by stefan hilger in his phd thesis 159 in 1988
supervised by bernd aulbach in order to unify continuous and discrete analysis this book is an intro
duction to the study of dynamic equations on time scales many results concerning differential
equations carryover quite easily to corresponding results for difference equations while other results
seem to be completely different in nature from their continuous counterparts the study of dynamic
equations on time scales reveals such discrepancies and helps avoid proving results twice once for
differential equa tions and once for difference equations the general idea is to prove a result for a
dynamic equation where the domain of the unknown function is a so called time scale which is an
arbitrary nonempty closed subset of the reals

Solutions of the Second-order Boundary-layer Equations for
Laminar Incompressible Flow
1968

co i b h bachjibebha lu bajiebcr8ji sonja kovalevsky was born in moscow in 1850 and died in
stockholm in 1891 between these years in the then changing and turbulent circumstances for europe
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lies the all too brief life of this remarkable woman this life was lived out within the great european
centers of power and learning in russia france germany switzerland england and sweden to this day
now 150 years after her birth her influence for and contribution to mathe matics science literature
women s rights and democratic government are recorded and reviewed not only in europe but now in
countries far removed in time and distance from the lands of her birth and being this volume
dedicated to her memory and to her achievements records the proceedings of the marcus wallenberg
symposium held in memory of sonja kovalevsky at stockholm university from 18 to 22 june 2000 the
symposium was held at the department of mathematics with its excellent library and lecture halls
providing favourable working conditions within these pages are contained a curriculum vitae for sonja
kovalevsky a list of all her scientific publications together with a copy of the moving and elegant
obituary notice written by her friend and protector gosta mittag leffler these papers are followed by a
leading article entitled sonja kovalevsky her life and professorship in stockholm written especially for
this volume by jan erik bjork in preparation for his major address to the symposium

Strategic and Systems Thinking: The Winning Formula
2007

unparalleled in scope compared to the literature currently available the handbook of integral
equations second edition contains over 2 500 integral equations with solutions as well as analytical
and numerical methods for solving linear and nonlinear equations it explores volterra fredholm
wienerhopf hammerstein uryson and other equa
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Handbook of Differential Equations
2021-12-30

the primer for saf aligned with the numbering system 1 24 this book has basic descriptions of the
corresponding organs and glands and emotions as found with the saf method information not found
elsewhere the numbers of saf is not just about the physical aspects of the organs and glands because
we humans are not just physical we are a holistic holographic unit here the reader will find the body
mind emotion spirit of each organ and gland system a multi dimensional view think of an saf chain of
numbers as displaying that multi dimensional as it finds a single moment of impact in your life how
many impacts have there been we humans each embody many many chain sequences because we
ve had impacts injuries physical and emotional upsets throughout our lives and so that multi
dimensional view is essential this book is a companion to saf simplified and the saf flashcards
designed for active participants and their busy practitioners to enable the session work to go
seamlessly with rapid results

Formulas and Tables for the Calculation of Mutual and Self-
inductance (revised)
1916
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strictly according to the latest syllabus of u g c for degree level students and for various engineering
and professional examinations such as gate c s i r net jrfand slet etc for m a m sc mathematics also

Inverse Scattering Problems and Their Application to
Nonlinear Integrable Equations
2023-05-15

in a dazzling lyrical mixture of science and philosophy acclaimed science writer david darling makes a
provocative case for the workings of human consciousness its origins and its destiny when the next
big bang precipitates a quantum leap in evolution equations of eternity rethinks thought and the
existence of intelligence in a way that will give readers a lot to think about

I Can: Teach Myself To Graph Linear Equations
2015-03-08

many problems in science and engineering have their mathematical formulation as an operator
equation tx y where t is a linear or nonlinear operator between certain function spaces in practice
such equations are solved approximately using numerical methods as their exact solution may not
often be possible or may not be worth looking for due to physical constraints in such situations it is
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desirable to know how the so called approximate solution approximates the exact solution and what
the error involved in such procedures would be this book is concerned with the investigation of the
above theoretical issues related to approximately solving linear operator equations the main tools
used for this purpose are basic results from functional analysis and some rudimentary ideas from
numerical analysis to make this book more accessible to readers no in depth knowledge on these
disciplines is assumed for reading this book

Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations on
Parallel Computers
2006-03-05

this second in the series of three volumes builds upon the basic theory of linear pde given in volume 1
and pursues more advanced topics analytical tools introduced here include pseudodifferential
operators the functional analysis of self adjoint operators and wiener measure the book also develops
basic differential geometrical concepts centred about curvature topics covered include spectral theory
of elliptic differential operators the theory of scattering of waves by obstacles index theory for dirac
operators and brownian motion and diffusion
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Recent Advances in Partial Differential Equations, Venice
1996
2012-12-06

psychology based formulas for achieving authentic wealth that enriches your life not just your bank
account money is one thing and wealth is another negative patterns can prevent even millionaires
from becoming truly wealthy enjoying a life of love family friends and physical emotional mental and
spiritual health financial resources are simply a tool for ensuring our basic needs are met enabling us
to make other areas of life that much more satisfying there are no shortcuts to success but dr sherrie
campbell s equations inspired by psychologist abraham maslow s famed hierarchy of needs provide
the formulas you need to create the success you desire success equations a path to living an
emotionally wealthy life identifies the behavioral patterns that lead to health wealth and lasting
happiness those striving for success can follow certain formulas cultivate them as virtues and greatly
increase their chances of living authentically wealthy lives

Dynamic Equations on Time Scales
1963-12-31

for over 300 years differential equations have served as an essential tool for describing and analyzing
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problems in many scientific disciplines this carefully written textbook provides an introduction to
many of the important topics associated with ordinary differential equations unlike most textbooks on
the subject this text includes nonstandard topics such as perturbation methods and differential
equations and mathematica in addition to the nonstandard topics this text also contains
contemporary material in the area as well as its classical topics this second edition is updated to be
compatible with mathematica version 7 0 it also provides 81 additional exercises a new section in
chapter 1 on the generalized logistic equation an additional theorem in chapter 2 concerning
fundamental matrices and many more other enhancements to the first edition this book can be used
either for a second course in ordinary differential equations or as an introductory course for well
prepared students the prerequisites for this book are three semesters of calculus and a course in
linear algebra although the needed concepts from linear algebra are introduced along with examples
in the book an undergraduate course in analysis is needed for the more theoretical subjects covered
in the final two chapters

Eight Papers on Differential Equations
2002
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Operator Methods in Ordinary and Partial Differential
Equations
1919

Scientific Papers of the Bureau of Standards
2008-02-12

Handbook of Integral Equations
2015-09-12

The Numbers of Saf
2007
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Integratal Equation & Boundary Value Problem
2012-08

Equations of Eternity
2009

Linear Operator Equations
2010-11-02

Partial Differential Equations II
2018-07-03
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Success Equations
2010-04-22

The Theory of Differential Equations
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